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Industry exhibitions done right The eye-catching display  
of colour

Ditch the small talk

Everyone knows how difficult it is to get 
noticed at industry exhibitions. Our mobile 
cocktail bar hire service and mocktail bars 
are one way to attract just the right amount 
of attention and ensure your business stays 
memorable long after the exhibition is over.

Hire Cocktail Bars and Flair Bartenders to 
Bring People to Your Exhibition Stand!

The movement and activity involved in flair 
bartending is hands down one of the most 
powerful tools you can use at an exhibition 
stand during a corporate event.

Your stall will attract everyone in the room 
while expert bartenders will charm the 
guests into swapping contact details over  
a freshly mixed cocktail.

All your time, money and effort goes into 
developing a stand and pitch, but without 
something to grasp attention, how can you 
be sure that people will stop and talk to you?

Mix & Twist exhibition stands provide the 
breath-taking entertainment, leaving you to 
skip the dull small talk and go straight to 
exchanging details. People will be more than 
happy to reach for their business card with 
one hand, and take a drink with the other.
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Win over your guests

Entertaining flair bartenders will entice 
delegates with their style and delicious menu, 
and you will feel a buzz of excitement around 
what will very quickly become the most 
popular stand at the exhibition.

Your Mix & Twist exhibition stand can provide 
themed drinks which link to your company, 
showing attention to detail, further 
impressing those who come to see what  
all the fuss is about.

How we help you

•  Professional flair bartenders  
& mixologists

• Brand matched themed cocktails
• Branded bars, uniforms, cups
• Eye catching showsEven those who don’t drink will 

be impressed, as Mix & Twist 
have a menu of mocktails that 
guests can choose from. This will 
leave you with further scope for 
collecting contact details, as 
everyone can be included.

If being the talk of the next 
networking event is something 
you’d like to look into, then 
contact Mix & Twist today.
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Example package

Our recommended all-inclusive  
mobile bar and bartender hire package 
can include:
•  Fresh cocktails and mocktails
•  Entertaining flair mixologists
•  Branded bar units, cocktail menus  

& uniforms
•  Floor & support teams
•  The most popular stand at the 

exhibition

Prices from £1,400 per day
Price Excludes VAT

There are lots of bespoke options available and the event 
will be tailored for your needs so please give us a call or 
email to discuss further.
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Case study

We needed to create a high 
energy bar service for Digitain 
for ICE at Excel.
Managing two different stands, 
the service included five exhibition 
flair bartenders to put on shows at 
multiple times over the three-day 
event, two dedicated mixologists to 
create drinks for the waitress team, 
a back of house manager, coffee 
machines, and draught beer on 
tap plus 1,000’s of brand matched 
cocktails. The event was a huge 
success as we are now the regular 
exhibition bar partner. 
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Book today

Let our team of expert mixologists 
look after the bar, entertainment  
and the organisation whilst you  
and your team sit back, relax and 
enjoy the party.
Simply call our team on 0113 831 3149 
or 020 3096 0387, alternatively  
use our online enquiry form and our 
team will call you back to chat about 
your party.

About Mix & Twist

Our mission is to provide a 
premium mobile cocktail bar 
experience with entertaining 
bartenders for the perfect 
corporate event, focusing on 
our clients and their guests 
having a fun and stress-free 
experience.

Exceptional drinks & extraordinary 
experiences that bring your 
people together.

James “The Mixer” Abbott
MD of Mix & Twist
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